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APPROXIMATION OF ANALYTIC MULTIFUNCTION

ZBIGNIEW SLODKOWSKI

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. Set-valued generalizations of analytic functions are defined by a

form of local maximum principle. It is shown that they are identical with limits

of decreasing sequences of multifunctions whose graphs are locally covered by

graphs of single-valued analytic mappings.

Introduction

It is a natural question how to generalize the notion of an analytic function

to the context of set-valued functions z —► K(z): G —► 2C , where GcC*.

In case k = n = 1, Oka [3] defined analytic set-valued functions (called here

analytic multifunctions) by requiring that the complement of the graph of K in

G x C is pseudoconvex. Oka's definition does not have an obvious extension to

the higher-dimensional case. The author proposed two generalizations, first in

[4, Definition 5.1], and then a more restrictive one (and in case k > 1 actually

different) in [6, §2], [9, Definition 0.2]. The existence of two definitions may

raise some doubt whether any of them is the proper one. We show in this paper

that analytic multifunctions in the latter sense (cf. Definition 2.1 below) can

be approximated by a decreasing sequence of multifunctions which are locally

union of graphs of single-valued analytic mappings (Theorem 1.3).

In addition to confirming the second definition, this result gives an insight

into the structure of analytic multifunctions and allows for transparent expla-

nation of many of their properties, previously available by other methods (see,

§6).

1. Results

c"
Definition 1.1 [6, 9]. An use compact-valued function z —» K(z): G -* 2    ,

G c C  , is called analytic if for every hyperplane L c C +" with dimc L =

n + 1, for every polynomial p(z ,w) and for every ball B, max(Re/?)|XnZ,n

B < max(Re p)\X n L n dB, provided B n X is compact, where X = gr(K) -

{(z,w): zeG,weK(z)}.
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Definition 1.2(a). We say that K: G —► 2 is a trivial analytic multifunction if

for every z0&G, w0e K(z0), there is an analytic mapping /: G —> C" , such

that f(z0) = w0 and f(z) € K(z) for z eG.

(b) We say that K: G —► 2 is a locally trivial analytic multifunction if there is

an open covering {G(} of G such that K\Gt is a trivial analytic multifunction

for every Gt.

We can formulate now the main result of this paper.

C" k
Theorem 1.3. If z —► K(z): G —> 2 , G c C , is an analytic multifunction,

then there exists a countable covering {Gs}s=¡ of G, such that Gs c Gs+l, s =

1,2,..., and a sequence of locally trivial analytic multifunctions Ks : Gs —» 2 ,

such that Kr+l(z) C Kr(z) for z e Gs and r > s, and f]r>sKr(z) = K(z),

zeGs.

Remark 1.4. The last theorem can be improved if the multifunction K(-) is

uniformly bounded (i.e., sup{|w|: z € G, w € K(z)} < +00) and continuous

(with respect to the Hausdorff topology in the space of all nonempty compact

subsets of C" ). Then, the conclusions of the last theorem are valid with Gs = G

for all s.

It is convenient to use the following terminology.

Terminology 1.5. We will say that a multifunction K: G —> 2C has property

(MA) on G, if it admits a sequence of locally trivial analytic multifunctions

KS:G -► 2C" such that Ks+l(z) c Ks(z) and Ç]sKs(z) = K(z) for z e G,

5=1,2.

We will prove Theorem 1.3 in §5, after presenting, in §§2-4, auxiliary results

on the (MA)-property and #-plurisubharmonic functions.

2. Application of polynomial hulls

Lemma 2.1. Given e > 0 and 0 < r < e2, let

X = {(C,w): K| = r,dist(™,{\/C, -s/Ç})<e}.

Denote by Y the polynomial hull of X and by Y(z), \z\ < r, the section

Y(z) = {w: (z ,w)eY} . Then 7(0) is a circle with radius R = R(e , r) bigger

than e. Furthermore,

(2.1) {(0,ui):M<A}cInt(r).

Corollary 2.2. Denote L0(z) = {\fz, - y/z}, z e C.  Then, the multifunction

z —» LQ(z) : C —* 2    has property (MA).

Proof of Lemma 2.1. Since X is invariant with respect to the group of linear

transformations (z , w) -* (az , aw) : C2 —► C2, where |a| = 1, so is Y. Thus
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Y(0) is preserved by rotations and, being polynomially convex, is a circle. Note,

further, that the set Z - {(z ,w): \z\ < r, dist(u;, {y/z, - sfz}) < e} has the

local maximum property relative to polynomials. Since Z\Z c X, Y contains

Z. Since Z(0) (=the section of Z at 0 ) = D(0, e), we get e < R . We will

show that assuming R = e leads to contradiction.

Assertion. The relative boundary of Y\X in D(0, r) x C is covered by graphs

of bounded analytic functions defined in D(0, r).

If R = e, then (0, e) e dY and, by the assertion, there is / e H°°(D(0, r))

such that /(0) = e and (z , f(z)) e dY for \z\ < r. Since Y dZ,

(2.2) |/(z)-v^|>£,        \f(z) + s/z~\>e,        for|z|<r,

and h(z) = f(z)  - z satisfies \h(z)\ > e   = h(0),  \z\ < r.  Hence h(z) =•y ■y
f(z) -z — e , which together with (2.2) implies \f(z)-yfz\ = e, \f(z)+y/z\ =

y 1/2
e, and f(z) = (e + z) '  , \z\ < r . This is a contradiction.

To prove the inclusion (2.1), note first that D(0,r) x D(0,r ' ) c X. For

any analytic function / in D(0, r) such that gr/ c Y, denote Z, = {(z ,w):

\z\ < r , we co(D(0, r1/2) u {f(z)}), where co=the convex hull. Since Zf has

the local maximum property, Z,cY. Fix now R{ < R and consider S > 0

(to be specified later). Choose a finite ¿-net Cj • • • • » C- m 9D(0 ,R). By the

assertion, there are analytic functions fx, ... ,fm such that /(0) = Ç and

gr/ c Y for j = 1 , ... ,m. One can show easily that if S > 0, rç > 0 are

chosen small enough, then \JjXj- contains the set D(0 ,n) x D(0 ,R{). This

being true for any Rt < R, inclusion (2.1) follows.

The assertion follows from the main result of Forstneric [2] by considering a

sequence of C -smooth manifolds Mn c dD(0 ,r)xC such that for each |Ç| =

r, the sections Mn , n — 1,2, ... , are simple closed curves whose polynomial

hulls form a decreasing sequence converging to Y(Q . By [2, Theorem 3(iii)],

the assertion holds for Y' = the polynomial hull of Mn , and so it holds for

Y. (Use Montel theorem and Y = f\ Yn ).     Q.E.D.
•y

Proof of Corollary 2.2. Fix e>0, 0<r<e and define Y as in the last lemma,

with y(0) = D(0,R). Let Ke(z) = {w e C: dist(u;, {z1/2, - z1/2} < e},

zeC. Choose ne(e/R,l). Let Lej(z) = Ke(z) for |z| > r and LE'r(z) =

Ke(z)\J{t]w : w e Y(z)}, for |z| < r. Clearly, Lc J : C —► 2 is an use compact-

valued function; we will check that it is a locally trivial analytic multifunction.

By (2.1), there is ô > 0 suchthat gr(L£'r|D(0,¿)) = YnD(0,ô) x C, which is

covered by graphs of analytic functions by Forstneric [2] (cf. the assertion in

the previous proof), and so LE,r\D(0 ,r) is trivial. We can choose p e (6 ,r)

such that for S < \z\ < p, r¡Y(z) c Ke(z), and so L£J(z) = Ke(z) for

|z| > p. Clearly, Kc, and so Ltr, are locally trivial for |z| > p. Finally,

V,r(z) = Ke(z) u t]Y(z) for \ô< \z\ < r. By the above comments, both Kc

and nY(-) are locally trivial on {^S < \z\ < r}, and so is Ler. We conclude

that z —► Ü'r(z): C —> 2    is a locally trivial analytic multifunction.
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Denote now by Ln : C —*• 2    the multifunction Le ,r, constructed above for

e = 2~", and r = rn,  n = r\n  arbitrary, provided r < e ,  t]R(r ,e) < e.

Clearly, L0(z) = (]nLn(z), Ln(z) d Ln+l(z), zeC,« = l,2,...      Q.E.D.

3. Limits of locally trivial analytic multifunctions

Proposition 3.1. (a)//Í.: G-• 2C , j = I, ... ,s are locally trivial analytic

multifunctions (have (MA) property; cf. Terminology 1.5), then K(z) = K{(z)u

•••UÀ^z) is a locally trivial analytic multifunction (has (MA) property).
C A:

(b) IfK: G —► 2    , G cC , isa locally trivial analytic multifunction (has (MA)

property) and f:G*^Gisan analytic mapping, then z —> K(f(z)) : G* —> 2C

is a locally trivial analytic multifunction (has (MA) property).

(c) If K is an in (b) and (z ,w) —* Fz(w) is a Cm-valued analytic map de-

fined near gr(K), then z —► Fz(K(z)): G —► 2e « a locally trivial analytic

multifunction (has (MA) property).
j± r-n

(d) If (z , ç) —► üf(z ,i):Gx(7->2 /sa locally trivial analytic multifunction

(has (MA) property), and F c G*  ö compact, then z -* \J(eF K(z ,£,): G —*

2     w a locally trivial analytic multifunction (has (MA) property).

Proof. It is obvious that these operations preserve the class of trivial analytic

multifunctions and commute with localization (restriction) and limits of de-

creasing sequences (as in Terminology 1.5).     Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.2. Let z -* L(z): G —* 2 be an use compact-valued multifunction.

Assume that for every a e G there is a multifunction La: B(a) —► 2 with

(MA) property, such that %r(La\B(a)\{a}) c Intgr(L|ß(a)\{a}). Then, for

every neighborhood W of %r(L) there is a locally trivial analytic multifunction

L: G->2C" such that L(z) c IntZ(z), for zeG, and grZ c W.

Proof. We can assume that B(a) is an Euclidean ball B(a, r) with r <

dist(a ,dG), and La(z) is defined in a neighborhood of B(a). By the (MA)

property, there is a locally trivial analytic multifunction Ln , defined near B(a),

such that grLn\ÔB(a) c lnt(L\dB(a)), L(a) c Ln(a), and grLn\B(a) c W.

Hence, there is e > 0, such that {((,,w): Ç e dB(a), dist(w ,Ln(Ç)) < e} c

Int(L|35(a)) and {(z ,w): z e B(a), dist(tt;,Ln(z)) < e} c W. By the conti-

nuity of z -+ Ln(z), the set {(z ,w): z e B(a), dist(tü ,Ln(Q) < e} is open,

and so it contains {z} x La(z) for z in some open neighborhood H(a) of a,

H(a) c G. _ _

Let L*a(z) = {weC": dist(w , Ln(z)) < e} for z e B(a). Clearly, L* : B(a)

—►2 is compact-valued and use, and La\B(a) is a locally trivial analytic

multifunction. By our construction,

(3.1) L(z)cL¡(z),        zeH(a),

(3.2) gr(L*a\dB(a))cgrL,        %rL*acW.
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Seeing that H (a) c B(a) and \Ja H (a) = G, we can select a countable covering

{H(a(n))}™=l from {H(a)} , so that {B(a(n))}™=l is a locally finite family of

compact subsets of G. The argument is identical with that in [11, Proof of

Lemma 4.7]. Hence, the compact sets gr(L*B(a(n))) ,« = 1,2...,, form a

locally finite family relative to GxC" , and so their union, which contains grL,

by (3.1 ) is the graph of an use, compact-valued multifunction, say L : G —► 2e ,

such that L(z) c L(z), z e G. By (3.2), grLcW.

Finally, L is a locally trivial analytic multifunction. Indeed, for z0eG let

M = {n: z0 e B(a(n))} . Then, M is a finite set and H = Ç\n€M H(a(n)) is

open. By (3.2), L(z) = \jn€M L*a(n)(z), for z e H. By Proposition 3.1(a),

L\H is locally trivial.   Q.E.D.

4. Application of <7-plurisubharmonic functions

Lemma 4.1. Let <p(z ,w) be a continuous (n - \)-plurisubharmonic function in
le n

an (n - \)-pseudoconvex open set U c C x C (cf. [7, Definition 4.1]). Fix

e> 0, * > 0, S> 0. Then, there is a continuous function u: U —► R, such that

(4.1) <p(x) + e\x\2 < u(x) < <p(x) + (e + x)\x\2 + ô ■       xeU,

and for every p eU, there is a ball B(p) - {\x - p\ < r}, with r < dist(p , du),

and a continuous function up(x) on B(p) with the following properties.

(i) If p = (a ,b) e U, then up — u on B(p) n {a} x C", while up < u on

B(p)\{a} x C".

(ii) Every u , p e U, has the representation u (x) = max(fl(x), ... ,

fn(x)), x e B(p), m — m(p), where each f- is of the form

(4.2) f(x) = min(Rell(x), ... ,Reln_l(x),Reh(x)),       xeCk+n,

where lx(z ,w), ... ,lnl(z,w) are C-affine functions and h(z ,w) is a second-

degree polynomial which satisfy the next condition:

(*) for every set of constants rç, , r\2, ... , r\n , and for every z e C , the

systems of equations

(4.3) tt{z-.w) = tit,       i=\,2,...,n-\,    h(z,w) = nn,

has at most two solutions w .

Proof (Sketch). This part of the argument relies heavily on the results and ter-

minology of [11, §4]. Denote by F the class of all functions of the form (4.2)

with h(z ,w) polynomial of degree two and lx(z ,w), ... ,ln_l(z ,w) complex

affine functions. Denote by F the subset of those f in F for which functions

/j, ... ,/_., n satisfy condition (*).

Assertion 1. F = F , the closure of F in the uniform convergence on compact

sets.
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Assertion 2. F , the dual class of functions to F in the sense of [10, Definition

1.11] is equal to the class of all (n - l)-plurisubharmonic functions on C +" .

The proof of Assertion 1 is elementary. The proof of Assertion 2 is similar to

those of [11, Remark 5.1 and Theorem 5.8] and is omitted. The assertions mean

that F and the class P consisting of all (n- 1 )-plurisubharmonic functions on

C +" satisfy all the assumptions of [ 11, Lemma 4.3 and Corollary 4.8]. Applying

the last fact to the continuous function q>, we obtain that there is a continuous

(and (n - 1 )-plurisubharmonic) function v on U, such that <p(x) + e\x\ <

v(x) < <p(x)+e\x\2+ô, x e U, such that for every p e U there is a ball B(p) c

U such that v\B(p) = max(/h , ... ,fj, m = m(x), where f^, ... , fm(x) e

F . Define u(z , w) - v(z , w) + x\z\ , (z ,w) e U, and, for p = (a ,b) e U

and (z ,w) e B(p), let up(z,w) = v(z,w) + x\z\2 - x\z - ß|2 • Clearly,

condition (i) holds.   Since u(z,w) = v(z ,w) + Re/(z),   (z ,w) e B(p),

where l(z) = 2xa z~x\a\ , we get that up = max(f1+Rel, ... ,fm + Rel) in

B(p). Since / depends only on z, the representation (4.2) for f. + Re/ still

satisfies (*), and so condition (ii) holds.     Q.E.D.

5. Proof of Theorem 1.3

Outline of proof. The function x —► -logdist(x, grK) is (n - l)-plurisub-

harmonic near gr(K) and, by lemma 4.1, it can be approximated by a special

(n - 1 )-plurisubharmonic function u(z ,w). The fact that this u is made up

from simple polynomials lx, ... ,ln_x,h satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of

Lemma 4.1, will allow us to approximate the sets grK u {u > C} by locally

trivial analytic multifunctions which are constructed, with use of Lemma 3.2,

from simple multifunctions with (MA) property. The latter are produced from

¡i ' ■■■ >l„-\ *h as in the next lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Let /,,..., / , , h satisfy condition (ii) of Lemma 4.1 and F c C"

be compact. Let K(z) = {w e Cn: (lx(z ,w), ... ,/„_,(z ,w) ,h(z ,w)) e F).
If f*n

Then, the multifunction z —► K(z): C   —* 2     has the (MA) property.

Proof of Theorem 1.3.

Assertion. Let [/, be a neighborhood of gr(K) in G x C" and G* c G be

bounded and open. Let U = Í7,\gr(K). Assume that u: U —> R satisfies

conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.1, and lim^^ u(x) = -f-oo for x0 e d(grK),

x e U. Assume that C is such that the set X — ({x e U: u(x) > C} U

gr AT) n G* x C" is bounded and relatively closed in G* x C" . Then, for every

neighborhood W of X there is a locally trivial analytic multifunction z —»

Z(z): G* - 2C", such that X c gr(L) c W.

We show first, how this implies Theorem 1.3. Since grK has the local max-

imum property of order (k - 1) (cf. [7, Definition 2.1]), its complement in

Gx C" is (n -1 )-pseudoconvex relative to GxC" , by [7, Theorem 4.2]. In other

words (cf. [7, Definition 4.1]), there is an open set t/, with grK c Ul c GxC",
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such that the function <p(x) = -logdist(x, grA") is (n - l)-plurisubharmonic

in the set [/ = [/, \ gr(K). Since <p is continuous, by Lemma 4.1 there is a

function u : U —<■ R , such that

(5.1) 9>(jc) -f- ||x|   < u(x) < (p(x) + \x\  + 1,       xeU,

and u(z ,w) satisfies conditions (i), and (ii) of Lemma 4.1.

Choose a countable monotone covering {G5}J=1 of G, such that Gs c Gs+i

and Gs are compact. We can assume without loss of generality that (GsxC")c

Gs xB(0,Rs), Rs<+oo. By (5.1), we get

(5.2) if u(x) > C,    then dist(x , grK) < e~CeM*+l.

Now, for x e (Gs x C") n U the term jjc| is uniformly bounded, Hence, we

can choose a sequence Cs / +<x>, such that for every s = 1 ,2... , the set

Xs = gr(K\Gs) U{(z,w) e U: z e Gs, u(z ,w) > CJ is closed in Gs x Cn.

(Note that, by (5.1), \imu(x) = +00 as U 3 x —► x0 e grK.) By the same

reason

(5.3) f]XrnGsxCn=grK\Gs,       5>1.
r>s

Denote Wt = gr(A")U{(z ,w) e U: u(z ,w) > Cs}, s = I ,2 , ... and WQ = U.

Then,

(5.4) Wsn(GsxC")cXscWs_i,        s>\.

By the assertion, for every s > 1, there is a locally trivial analytic multifunction

Ks:Gs^ 2C" , such that Xs C gr(^) C Ws_l , s > I . This and (5.4) imply

that Kr+l(z) c Kr(z), for z € Gs and r > s . By (5.3) and (5.4), f\r>sKr(z) =

K(z), z e Gs, as required.

Concerning the assertion, note first that X is the graph of some compact-

valued multifunction L: GT —► 2 . We will prove the assertion by applying

Lemma 3.2 to L ; that is for each a e G* we will construct a neighborhood

5(a) and a minorant multifunction La : B(a) —► 2 satisfying assumptions of

Lemma 3.2.

Consider an arbitrary b e {w e L(a): u(a ,w) = C} . Denote p = (a ,b),

and let B = B(p) be a ball and u = max(/, , ... ,fm) be a function in B,

satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.1. We can assume without loss of

generality that B n gr K = 0 and B c U. Clearly,

m

(5.5) {M;;>C}n5 = r|{^c}n5.
y=i

In turn, if / = min(Re/[ , ... , Re/n_, , Re A) as in Lemma 4.1 (ii), then {f. >

C} n B = B n nn'i*1^/ ^ C}n}Re« > C}. (We suppress in the notation
the dependence of /., and h on / and b .) We will now select a part of the

latter set which is the graph of an analytic multifunction Lp J : Bp .. —> 2C ,
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where a e Bp . c G*. (From these Lp , 's the minorant La will be eventually

constructed.) We distinguish two cases.

Case 1. The system of equations

(5.6) ll(a,w) = ll(a,b),...,ln_l(a,w) = ln_1(a,b),       h(a ,w) = h(a,b)

has two distinct solutions in w, namely b and b*. Clearly, there exist a

neighborhood B of a and disjoint neighborhoods V and V* of b and

b*, respectively, and a compact neighborhood F0 of b, such that F0 c V,

B  j x (V\J V") C B   and for every ß e F0 and every z e Bp . the system

(5.7) lx(z,w) = lx{a,ß).ln_l(z,w) = ln_l(a,ß),    h(z ,w) = h(a ,ß)

has exactly two solutions w , one in V and one in V*.

Case 2. The system (5.6) has only one solution w = b. Then, there exist:

a neighborhood Bp . of a, a compact neighborhood .F0 of A and an open

neighborhood V of b, such that F„cK and Bp } x V c Bp, and for every

ß € FQ and for every z e Bp . all solutions u; of the system (5.7) belong to

V. For conformity of notation with the Case 1, we let V* — 0 in Case 2.

In either case, we denote F = F0r\{w e C" : / (a ,w)>C}. For z e B   ■ let

Lp J(z) to be the set of all solutions w of (5.7) corresponding to ß e F . Since

F is compact, the construction implies easily that z —► Lp,J(z): Bp    -► 2C

is an use compact-valued multifunction. In Case 1, it is obvious that Lp J is

a trivial analytic multifunction. In Case 2, multifunction LP,J(-) has (MA)

property by Lemma 5.1.

With still fixed p = (a,b), define now L"(z) = lJ7Jf)L" J(z) for z € 5p =

fljy^Vj • By Pr°P°sition 3.1(a), z -► Lp(z): 5p -► 2C" has the (MA) prop-

erty. By (5.5), the section Lp(a) is a neighborhood of b relative to L(a). Since

b varies through the compact set {w: u(a,w) - C}, we can choose a finite

family {Lp(a) :peÄ}, where R = {(a, bi ), ... , (a, br)}, which covers the set

{w e Cn : C < u(a ,w) < C + e}, for some e > 0. Denote F* = K(a) u{w e

C": C + ¿e < u(a,w)}; clearly, F* is compact and there is a neighborhood

B* of a in Ck, such that F* c K(z) U{tceC": up(z ,w) > C} for every

zeB\ Let, finally, B(a) = B* n n„6Ä *(/>) and Lfl(z) = F* U Up€Ä £"(*),

z e B(a). By our construction, La(a) — L(a). By Proposition 3.1(a), the use

multifunction z —► La(z): B(a) —> 2 has (MA) property. Finally, grLa c

grK\B(a) u {(z ,w): u(z ,w) > C} . Since u (z ,w) < u(z ,w) for z ^ a

(cf. Lemma 4.1(i)), we get grLJ.B(a)\{a} c Int(grL|5(a)\{a}), as required

in Lemma 3.2, which completes the proof of the assertion.     Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 5.1 (Sketch). The assumptions on /, ,l2, ... ,ln_l ,h imply

that there is an additional C-affine function l(z,w), such that (zi ,z2, ... ,

zk,C¡ , ... .£„_! .£) with Ç, = lj(z ,w), C == l(z ,w) form a biholomorphi-

cally equivalent coordinate system on C   x C" .  If the representation of the
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"} II

polynomial h(z , w) in the new coordinates is «0C + 2£«,(z ,¿¡ ) + h2(z ,£, ),

where ¿¡' = (<!;,, ... , £„_,), then the solution to the system

(5.8) (ll(z,w),...,ln_l(z,w),h(z,w)) = (tll.»„)

has the representation ¿I, = n}, ... ,Çn_l — nn_i, and the set of values of

C is L(z ,n) = -h^h^z ,*') + L0(A(z ,n)), with A(z,n) = h~2h,(z ,n')2-

h^(h2(z, n') - nn), where L0 is the multifunction with (MA) property from

Corollary 2.2. Applying Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 3.1(b) and (c), we obtain

that the multifunction L : C2n —► 2C has (MA) property. Returning to original

coordinates, which amounts to applying Proposition 3.1 (b) and (c) once again,

we get that K': C2n -* 2C" has (MA) property, where K'(z,n) = the set

of w satisfying (5.8). Hence, K(z) - \J FK'(z ,n) has (MA) property by

Proposition 3.2(d).     Q.E.D.

6. Concluding remarks

A. Further properties of analytic multifunctions. With Theorem 1.3 proven, we

can conclude now that properties (a), (b), (c), and (d) of Proposition 3.1 hold

for arbitrary analytic multifunctions. In the same way, we can easily obtain

the following properties (starting with the obvious observation that they are

satisfied by trivial analytic multifunctions).

(a) If K: G -*,2     and L: G -* 2     are analytic multifunctions, then z ->
rm+n

K(z) x L(z) : G —► 2        is analytic multifunction.
II fS

(b) If K: G —► 2   , and L: H —» 2     are analytic multifunctions, then so is

their composition LoH.G—»2    , where (LoK(z) = \J{L(w): w e K(z)} .

(c) If K: G—* 2     is an analytic multifunction, then z -* co(z)): G —► 2

is an analytic multifunction, where co = the convex hull.

(d) If y/(z, w) is an /--plurisubharmonic function, r > 0, and K: G —► 2

is an analytic multifunction, then  <p(z) = max{y/(z ,w): w e K(z)}  is r-

plurisubharmonic on the set {z: {z} x K(z) c Dom y/} .

(e) If K: G—► 2     is an analytic multifunction, then

<p(z ,w) = -logdist(iu ,K(z))

is an (n - 1)-plurisubharmonic function in G x C"\gr(AT).

Remark. The above properties can be also obtained by applying results on k-

maximum sets, cf. [7].

B. Proof of Remark 1.4 (Sketch). The method is essentially the same as in

the case of Theorem 1.3, so we only indicate the necessary modifications. The

assertion remains unchanged; it is, however, applied now to function <p(z, w)

as defined in property (e) above, because <p(z ,w) is continuous, due to the

continuity of z —► K(z). This and the uniform boundedness of K(z) allows

us to use G = G, s = 1,2, ...  in the proof of Theorem 1.3.     Q.E.D.
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C. The use of Forstneric result [2] in the proof of Lemma 2.1 shortens the

argument but is not essential. One can also apply the theorem of Alexander and

Wermer [1] and the author [8] about hulls with convex fibers to the image of the

set Y under the map (z , w) -* (z , w~l) (plus the zero section D(0, r) x {0}),

which has, indeed, convex vertical sections. (Some additional argument is still

needed.)
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Note added July 17, 1988. The referee has pointed out that a result closely related to the case

k m n — I of Theorem 1.3 above was stated by E. Vesentini in [13], pp. 66 (bottom) and 67

(top). Vesentini asserts that, for dimensions k = n = \ , decreasing approximations Kr (like in

Theorem 3.1) can be found so that graphs of multifunctions Kr satisfy a certain condition (L) .

E. Vesentini credits H. Yamaguchi [14, p. 420-421] with this theorem. However, according to

Vesentini, a set F C C2 has the property (L) if it is covered (locally) by graphs of single-valued

analytic functions, while Yamaguchi defines that F has the property (L) if it is covered by open

pieces of nonsingular analytic varieties. If we are right in assuming that Yamaguchi bases himself on

Oka [12, Lemma II, p. 171], only the latter version seems to be actually proved. Since nonsingular

analytic variety in C2 is locally given by one of the equations w = f(z) or z = g(w) , the result

is sufficient for Yamaguchi and Vesentini's applications (see [5] for a more general situation of this

kind), but it does not directly imply the full strength of Theorem 1.3 of the present paper.
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